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GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION
A. Automatic Roving Vehicle Computer Definition 1. An acceptable point is defined as a point
Development, t. Y. tim (X,Y) such that I F(X,Y)[<_ E, where F(X,Y) is a con- ;
tinuous function that describes the terrain, and E is the .:,
1. Introdutlion elevation limit. ,-_
The overall objective of this effort is the design and '_
development of an on-board computer for an autorrtatie Definition 2. A path is defined as a route that connects
_- two points (X_, Yi) and (X_, Yj) such that the elevation of
roving vehicle. The development of an on-board com-
i puter requires a detailed knowledge of the various each point on the route is IF(X,Y) I <_E.
1 computational tasks that the computer must perform. /r;One of these computational requirements is the naviga- Definition 3. An obstacle is defined as a finite bounded /;tion of the vehicle, region of a fz,netion whose amplitude or values are •
greater than E, i.e.,
This report deals with the development of a compu-
tational algorithm for the navigation of tile vehicle, i.e., a IF(X,Y) I >E
pathfinding algorithm. The detailed presentation on this
subject has been published as a technical report (Ref. 1). Let Po = (X0,Yo) and Pn = (X_,Y,) be the starting .:
position and the target position on an unknown terraiu, r
2. ThePathfindlng Algorithm Let there exist at least one path connecting Po and P.. ,
The pathfinding algorithm derived in Ref, 1 assumes The procedures for finding a path which connects Po and
that: (1) there exists at least one path between the start- P. are:
ing position and the target position; (2) each obstacle has I
contour lines and finite dimensions, and (8) the vehicle Step O, Define
° has terrain sensors which can detect its immediate sur-
;rounding. d" = [(X'- X°)= + (Y'- Y°)=]_ I
,_'_'J_'_;_'i;.,,,. . , .... . 2C,_........... _'__-,,:,-:,,,_,_._-,_,,,-_2'-'2_,_.a-,,, , _ ..... ,.........................'...........::_7-_,-"_--,...........,,, ........._;_-":'=':............. _ .........._'_-i...._7_,,,_ .
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Step 1. From P,, go directly to P, if there are no obstacles amples and results are contained in Ref. 1. The terrain
between the starting point and the target point. Every used in all simulations consisted of gaussian density
point generated in this case is an acceptable point, and functions. Figure 1 shows a perspective drawing of a
every di generated is such that d s < d_ where j > i and gaussian terrain. Figure 2 shows a sample of the results
contained in Ref. 1. The algorithm developed under this
di = [(X, - X,-1) 2 + (Y_ - Y_-I)'_] '/2 task does not require a priori information about the map
in order to find a navigating route; it requires only local
However, if there is an obstacle encountered at Pk = terrain information. However, the determined naviga-
(Xe,Yk), replace d,, by dk., then go to step 2. tional route is not necessarily the optimum one (minimum
distance, etc.).
, Step 2. At point Pk, scan alternately right then left at
appropriate increments until an acceptable point is found. 4. Future Plans
Let P_ „the acceptable point. If dk |d_, replace d,,,
Future tasks will include the following:by dk and Po by P_._ go back to step 1. If dk_l _ dk, go
to step 3. (1) Determination of the minimum distance naviga-
tional route by using terrain information obtainedStep 3. Determine whether the point P_+1 was the result from orbital reconnaissances.
of scanning right or scanning left. If Pk was the result
of the right scanning process, stay on the right contour of (2) Development of a computational algorithm for the
the obstacle. Similarly, if P_ was determined from the preprocessing of terrain sensor data.
left scanning process, stay on the left contour of the ob-
stacle. In either case the right or left contour is followed (3) Incorporation into the present algorithm of the
until an acceptable point Pq = (Xq,Yq) satisfies the rela- ability to "learn" from its experiences as it navi-
tionship d_, > dg. Once this relationship has been satis- gates on the unknown terrain. This might include
fled, replace dm by dq and Po by Pq, then return to step 1. such factors as statistical classification of the terrain.
The process is repeated until P, is reached.
3. Application Reference
1. Lim, L. Y.,A PathfindingAlgorithm for a Myopic Robot, Teeh-
A computer program was coded in Fortran IV language nieal Report 32-1288, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
as implemented in the IBM 7090/94 IBJOB system. Ex- Calif., Aug. 1, 1968.
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Fig. 2. A simple box canyon configuration
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V. Spacecraft Power
GUIDANCEAND CONTROLDIVISION
A. Effectof ElectrolyteConcentrationon the temperaturesof 75,30,and 100°F. Cell temperaturewas
ElectricalCharacteristicsof AgO-Zn, monitoredduringthe dischargeby a transducermounted
on the terminal of one cell in each group. In all instances,R.S.BognerandR.Patterson ..,
the cells were allowed to equilibrate at the ambient dis-
I. Introduction charge temperature for a minimum of 16 h. At the low
As part of the JPL advanced battery systems develop- discharge currents (2 and 10 A), the cells were dis-
ment program, AgO-Zn cells were obtained from Delco- charged in series and were removed from the string
Remy Die. of General Motors Corp. with 40, 45, and when their terminal voltage reached 1.80 V, which cor-
50% concentrations of KOH electrolyte in order to responded to the "knee" of the discharge curves. At the
study the effects of concentration on cycle life and high discharge currents (80 and 50 A), the cells were
removed when their terminal voltage reached about //
electiical performance.The cells were rated by the man- 1.00 V, which corresponded to the knee of those dis.
ufacturer at 25 A-h nominal and were identical in con- i/I
struction except for the electrolyte concentration. The charge curves. I
tests were conducted on three 5-cell groups. 3. ResultsandDiscussion
2. ExperimentalProcedure The average cell capacities and plateau voltages Of
each five-cell group at the various discharge currents
The cells were charged at 1.5 A for the first seven and temperatures are given in Table 1. It is seen that
cycles, and the remaining charge cycles were accom- plateau voltage generally varies directlywith the ambient
plished at 2.0 A to a minimum cutoff d 1.98 V. All temperature as expected. However, the electrolyte con-
charging was done at room ambient temperature, 750F, centration at the various discharge currents appears to
alter a minimum 16-h stand period to equilibrate cell have little effect on the plateau voltage. At 300F and
temperature, at discharge currents of 2 to 30 A, the plateau voltages
are decreased by 0.01 to 0.05 V at the 50% coneentra.
For the 12 discharge cycles measured, the discharges tion. On the other hand, at the 50-A discharge current,
were made in the ordero£2, 10, 30, and 50 A at ambient the plateau voltage is increased by 0.05 V at the 50%
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Table1. Averageplateauvoltagesand cell generated by current-resistance of the terminals and
capacities in each5-cellgroup intercell connections. A study now in progress at
Whittaker Corporation for Delco-Remy (Ref. 2) should
KOH Plateau voltage, V, at Cell ,:apaclty, A-h, at help differentiate between the interaction of the heating
Oischarge and electrolyte concentration effects, In this study, indi-
current, concen- indicatedtemperature indicated temperature
tratlon, vidual plate or electrode performance is being evaluatedA
vet % 30°F 75°F IOOeF 30°F 75°F 10OOF as a function of electrolyte concentration and temper-
ature,
2 50 1.47 1.53 1.55 32.5 47.0 47.S
45 1.51 1.,54 1.55 29.,5 47.5 49.0
40 I.Sl I.S4 1.5s 36.0 50.0 47.5 In addition to the data presented here, cell shelf life
10 50 1.41 1.50 i.sl 20.o 42.0 4s.o is being investigated as a function of electrolyte con-4s 1,45 1,50 !.Sl 21,s 40.0 45.0
40 1.45 1.50 i.51 24.0 44.0 47.0 centration at temperatures from -60 to 120°F, Charge
characteristics will be obtained on a second set of cells.
30 50 1.30 1.43 1.42 21.0 26,0 25.0
4S 1.32 1.43 1,44 12.0 25.0 2S.5
40 1.34 1.43 1.44 11.0 26.0 24.5 4. Conclusions
50 50 1.20 1.35 1.38 14,5 26 0 29.0
45 1.15 1.35 1.37 7.0 16.0 19.5 The data show that electrolyte concentration is an
40 1.15 1.35 1.38 7.5 17.0 19.0 importatit consideration in the design of AgO-Zn cells
- - and that the optimum electrolyte concentration is de-
pendent on battery application. For example, if the re-
concentration, During the development of the Surveyor quirement is one of high discharge current at low
battery (Ref, 1), electrolyte concentrations of 33 to 43% temperatures, a high electrolyte concentration should be
KOH were investigated, Those data showed that cell used if the charging can be accomplished at room
voltage and capacity were ma,:imized at 40% KOH; temperature,
however, discharge currents were relatively low, so the
Suwetjor data is not in conflict with the present data. References
At low discharge currents and within the temperature 1. Moses,A J., SummaryReport-SurveyorMain and Auxiliary
range evaluated, it is seen in Table 1 that the electrolyt_ Batteries.Prepared under JPL Contract9529.26.Hughes Aircraft
concentrationhas little effect on the cell capacity. How- Co..ElSegundo, Calif., Oct.1968.
ever, at the high discharge currents, it is s_en that cell 9..Keralla, J. A., Slloer.ZtncElectrodesand Separator Research,
capacity is increased at increased KOH concentration at Technical Report AFAPL-TR-68715. Prepared underAirForce
all test temperatures. As might he expected, cell capacity ContractAF 83(615)8487. Delta Remy Die., GeneralMotors
te,.ds to increase with temperature; however, the cell Corp., Anderson, Ind,, Sept. 3, 1968.
capacity for the 40% electrolyte tended to decrease :,
slightly or stay relatively constant at temperatures be-
tween 75 and 100OF. B. Testing of Thermoelectric Generators,
P.Rouklove
The results of this investigation indicate that the 1. Introduction
effect of electrolyte concentration on cell performance is
a complex phenomenon, Cell design parameters such Thermoelectric generators and multi-element thetme-
as the type of separator system, plate density, plate electric modules are being tested at JPL to: (1) pro,,qdt
thickness, and quantity of electrolyte also play an ira- a set of accurate performance data to allow thorough
portant role in cell performance, evaluation of the units, and (2) obtain the experience
required for use of thermoelectric generators as power
The results could, in part, be due to an internal heat- sources for future Sl::_,:.xaft. Seven thermoeleetriv gen-
ing effect. Since the conductivity varies inversely with erators have been, ¢;rare presently, under test. Figure 1
the KOH concentrations,it is entirely possible that the shows the JPL the,,moelectrie laboratory where four of
internal heating of the cells produced the effects dis. *l_eunits are c_.wrcmtlyunder test. Three units are being
cuued hem. Cell temperature was measured at _he tested in an ambient condition, while the fourth is
terminals during the discharge; however, the tempera- undergoing thermal-vacuum environmental tests in the
ture_ recorded are of little value because of the heat spedal vacu,umchamber.
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Fig. i. thermoelectric generotor lest facilities
One series of tests consists of extensive parametric The design of the generator (shown in Fig. 9,)includes
evaluations of the generators at various predetermined provisions for excess isotope inventory, and a thermal
values of power input and/or hot junction temperature, mechanism to relieve the excessive thermal energy at
The power output and other values are recorded at each the b_ginning of the mission. This mechanism consists
value of power input for selected values of voltage out- of a thermal shutter that is activated by expansion of a
put. An,_ther test consists of long-life term evaluation, column of NaK, the movement being transmitted through
a bellows-and-lever arrangement to the hinged shuttergenerally at maximum power input and maximum power
mechanism. This arrangeme,nt can be regulated to re-output, or a matched load condition, These tests are
usually performed in ambient condition using the normal lease any amount of energy above the 550 W (thermal)
that is calculated to be necessary for operation of theair convection cooling. Another series of tests is per-
formed in a vacuum condition to simulate the environ- generator.
mental conditions that would be imposed on a
thermoelectric generator during a space mission. During The heat source for the generator conslst_ 'of a fuel //
all tests, the generators are heated by radiant heat from capsule that, for purposes of testing, was replaced by
a block being heated electrically, but simulating the an electrically heated block simulating the isotope capsule
mass and center of gravity of a radioisotope capsule, in size, mass, and center of gravity. The block contained
eight sheathed electrical heaters equally distributed along
the periphery. The capsule is located inside a metallic
2. Tests of the First SNAP 11 Generator, SN-2 cavity, the outer periphery of which is covered with Head,•
a. Generatqr dvdgn. The SNAP 11 generator was de- tellaride (2P-2N)thermoelectric elen.:nts. These elements
signed as ,t _ssible powei source for the Surveyor are pressed against the cavity wall by spring-loaded push
:: spacecraft. W hen technical difficulties precluded this rods and are insulated from the cavity by a thin insulating
_ usage, the prcgram was redirected to further improve material with good thermal transmission properties.
the performance of thermoelectric generators heated by
radioisotope d¢c.ay. Due to the short expec*o.d mission The generator is surrounded by a second metallic
duration, the generator was to be fueled with coriunt-242, container, in close thermal contact with the cold junction
whose half life was judged sufficient for the 90 days of of the thermoelements, and is provided .vith fins to
a lunar mission, radiate the excess heat, The top of the cavity containing
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Power input was controlled by three Variacs preset for
__ three modes of operation: (1)the initial period (lunar
day), (2) the midterm operation (lunar night), and (8) the
., standby mode, Testing was performed in an ambientE=IE:21 environment, The power input was adjusted to produce
i' _ _ the hot junction temperatures and thermal conditions[. calculated to represent the various mission conditions.
"_t/;_ _t _ The thermal conditions wer_ naturally heavily dependent
° _'_'._-" " lunarnp°nthe expected lunar envir°nment (lunar day'+28_°F;night,-g35°F).
A standby Variae was used in conjunction with tlle
: hot junction over-temperatur, ,?roteetion circuit to reduce
_u A A _ ""_ .... ?...... the power input by 80% in case of excessive heat. This
i Q I _l_ arrangement avoided possible thermal shocks in ease the
' __,.. guard circuit tripped the operating input level. To further
I_ 21 _?"; -- 1 avoid the possibility of a thermal shock due to loss of line
Y' :_ _ J voltage, a relay circuit was included to automatically
. _ e_,,_ select any of the three phases still operating. The line
\ 'v voltage was supplied through a voltage stabilizing circuit.
r. Alldata were recorded on a digital printout on command.
c. Test results, The SN-2 generator was operated at
II __ - -'" '_'"
JPL for approximately 8100 h, during which time some
degradation in performance was observed. This was
traced to art increase in the internal resistance of the
Fig.2. SNAP11 generatorSN-2 in test generator, related primarily to a deficiency of the bond-
ing of the thermodectric elements to the "hot shoes."
In spite of the fact that approximately 50% of the bonds
the heater block for the tests was covered by the thermal were found to be defic,3:nt, the SN-2 generator was still
shutter. The intercavity spacing, liermetically enclosed, operating well past the design time (90 days). By 3000 h,
is packed with insulating material placed between the it had experienced a 20% decrease in its operating output.
thermoelements and was filled with an inert gas to reduce
the possible sublimation of the thermoelectric material During the tests, de/de power conversion system was
at the operating temperatures. The SN-2 was provided tested in conjunction with the generator. The converter
with a valve to enable addition of the gas. During the delivered a nominal voltage output of 28 V with an input /tests, this valve was connected to a cylinder of the of 8.0 V. Although the efficiency of the device was 87%,
inert gas through a purifying system. (This arrangement heavy losses were observed in the primary transmission
proved to be very useful, since the generator was found line of 6 ft of 4/0 cable. Heavy current and voltage
to be leaking and gas had to be added to maintain transients, resulting from magnetic effects in the power
proper pressure.) The nominal power output of the SN-2 transmissionlines, had to be eliminated by extra large
generatoris 80 W at &0 V, and the total generator weight capacitors.These losses drasticallyreduced the efficiency
is 80 lb. of the combination of the generator and the de/de
converter.
b. Test equipment. The equipment used in the SN-2
tests (Fig. 2) was manually operated and consisted of a 3. Testsof theSecondSNAPI I Generator,QN-3hot junction over-temperature control and the instru.
mentatinn used to read out the power input (volts and a. Generator design. Certain deficiencies observed in
amperes) and the power output. A digital voltmeter and the SN.2 generator were corrected in the newer version
scanner were used to record rite different instruments of the SNAP 11 generatordesignated QN-8 (Fig_8). This
and thermocouple readouts. The generator load con- generator is hermetically sealed with the F,vper amount
sisted of a variable r_sistor, of gas. An improved control mechanism of the thermal
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_ Fig. 3. SNAP 11 generator QN-3 during thermal-vacuum tests in vacuum chamber
shutter is included. The lead telluride thermoelements silicon-controlled rectifier. This arrangement aUowedused are 2N-SP, which, although less efficient than the automatic control of the power input to within ±1 W, or
2N-2P, are more stable, less fragile, and less prone to control of the power input to maintain the hot junction
contamination. Also, the bond between the elements and temperature at a selected value to _1°C. Parallel to that
the hot shoes is improved. The new 32-1b generator arrangement, a programming device provided the capa-
delivers slightly less than its nominal 30-W output, bility to vary the power input according to a pre-traced
power/time curve with an accuracy of ±10°C or ±10W.
b. Test equipment. The SN-2 generator tests indicated The resistive load was replaced with an automatically
the need for accelerated testing and more reliable infoi- controlled solid-state load developed at JPL that pro-
mation; thus, the following improvements were made in vided the capability to maintain a selected voltage or
the test equipment: current output to 4-1 mV or ___1mA.
The manually operated Variacs were replaced by an The over-temperature circuit was further refined, and
automatic power input control built around a"data track" the open-circuit voltage and current reading circuits
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were modified to record the data after a defined and through the Viton "O" rings used in the hermetic seal of
constant period of time. The latter modifications were the generator. The thermal-vacuum tests were terminated
made since the previous readings, taken during an un- when the inner generator pressure dropped from 14.8
stable operational period and estimated by the operator, to 10.8 psi.
did not provide the desired accuracy.
Prior to delivery to JPL, the QN-3 generator had been
Data were recorded automatically on an hourly basis, operated by the contractor for approximately 2500 h.
24 h/day, on data acquisition equipment with a capability Comparison of the SN-2 and QN-3 test results indicated
for 300 programmed channels. All data were printed out that the QN-8 generator did not present the power output
automatically. This arrangement reduced the data-taking degradation pattern observed with the SN-2. The SN-2
interval from 12 to 3 h, resulted in much more accurate was observed to degrade along an exponential-type
data, and freed the technician, previously occupied full curve during the first 1000 h of operation, the curve
time with the operation of the generator, for other activi- slowly becoming asymptotic to a stable operational line.
ties. The modified test equipment and the automatic data From initiation of the testing at ]PL, the QN-3 generator
recording equipment are shown in Fig. 1. At present, operated in a straight-line pattern.
the automatie data recording equipment is utilized to
record the data from all the generators te_ted, as shown After the opening of the vacuum chamber, a heavy
in Fig. 1. deposit (shown in Fig. 3) was observed on the walls of
the chamber and in the vacuum system. The deposit,
The equipment was capable of fully automatic 24-h eharacterized as Au, Cd, A1, and Mg, was probably the
unattended operation. Visible and audible alarm systems result of the following processes: The Au evolved from
were included to warn in ease of operational deficiencies, the gold plating of the thermal shutter and the gen-
To further reduce risks of thermal shocks due to power erator's top end; the Cd resulted from some of the braze
line failures, a battery bank was connected through a materials used; and the AI and Mg evolved from some
; diode to cut-in automatically and instantaneously in case of the high-temperature cements used to affix the thermo-
of reduction of the line voltage below a preset limit, couples and form the insulation layers separating the
6 heating block from the inner can walls.
¢. Test results
Ambient and thermal-vacuum testing. The generator The deposit found in the vacuum system was of an
was tested at JPL in air for 5600 h over a wide range of organic nature (paraffin and other eompo ads) and could
power input and power output. At the initial examina- have evolved from the cover of some of the cables pro-
tion, it was observed that the generator was subjected to vided by the contractor that were used in the electrical
shock during transportation of above 10 g in the vertical intereonnection between the generator and the test
i direction. This may have resulted in the slight increase equipment. The results of the tests indicated that aof the internal resistance with the corresponding decrease thermoelectric generator could successfully operate for
in power output that was observed but that was not long periods of time in severe thermal environments.., /_
indicated in the test data provided by the manufacturer. /"
No power output degradation was observed during the Vibration and acceleration testing. The QN-3 was also /_.
tests, sub|ected to vibration and acceleration tests in the Z
(thrust) and Y spacecraft axes. During the tests, the
Additional testing for approximately 4900 h was per- generator was mounted 30 deg to the vertical to dupli-
t formed on the generator in a vacuum environment cate the possible position on the spacecraft.
(Fig. 3). During this period, the generator was tested
over a wide range of power input and output at shroud The tes rf lth the h| " " ts were pe ormed w" generator eared
| thermal conditions of 235°C and -235°F for three com- with 570 W and electrically loaded to deliver annmxi-
i plete thermal cycles, mately 15 W at 2.0 V. The tests consisted of accele"ration
| up to 10 g static and vibration up to 18 g (peak), using
| At the end of the third thermal cycle at a high shroud both sinusoidal and complex wave forms. No high-
I temperature, it was observed that the pressure of the intensity shock tests were performed. Some hcater-
_[ inert gas within the generator was decreasing. This con- shutter flapping was observed at excitation between 13
I dition was attributed to high gas diffusion or leakage and 24 Hz, and the radiator tim vibrated.
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Both tests were terminated as a result of heater block Called the "kinetic experiment," a computer simulation
failures, once due to an internal short cireuit of the of a reactor controls the heat energy to the array of real
sheathed heaters and once as a result of breakage of thermionic diodes functioning in a closed-loop test of
interconnecting wires within the heater block. Except the reactor thermionic power system. The power condi-
for the heater block failures, the generator successfully tioner must be capable of switching the low-voltage
passed the tests and appeared to operate properly, the high-current power generated by the diodes and must
power output being similar to that observed during boost the voltage to a useful level. Ideally, the power
some of the initial tests of the generator, conditioner should appear to be a de transformer with a
constant voltage setup ratio and predictable losses. The
Future testing of the QN-8 generator will include power conditioner should generate minimum voltage
' long-term life testing at maximum power input and out- and/or current perturbations.
put compatible with the operating conditions of the
generator. 2. General Requirements
4. Testsof SNAP19 Generators The general requirements for the power conditioner
were specified as follows:
Two SNAP 19 generators, similar to those to be flown
on the Nimbus spacecraft, were delivered to JPL for (1) Input. The input voltage shall vary from 5 to
testing. One has 3P-2N lead telluride thermoelemeuts, 1 Vde as the input current varies from 0 to 600 A.Voltage and current spikes or ripple produced on
while the other has 2P-2N elements, but with improved
bonding of the elements to the "qaot shoes." Both gen- the input bus by the power conditioner shall beminimal.
erators, similar in outward appearance, were designed
to deliver 30-W nominal power output .... ..." o)utput. The output voltage of the power condi-
tioner shall be unregulated and shall vary from ¢
The general internal construction of the SNAP 19 gen- 100 to 500 Vde with the variations of input voltage.
erators is similar to that of the SNAP 11 generators, .-
although in detail they differ greatly. The major differ- (3) Effzc/ency. Though not the prime factor with the
ence is that no thermal shutter is provided, since the power conditioner, the efficiency shall be as high ;igenerators are designed to operate with a long-half-life as possible within practical limits.
isotope. Both generators supplied to JPL were to be oper- (4) Reliability. The breadboard shall have an expected
ated with electrical heaters for the tests, life ot 1000 h.
One SNAP 19 generator (3P-2N) was first parametri- (5) Protection. Should the load impedance be lowered
eally tested in ambient conditions at several values of to a point where the input current exceeds 600 A,
power input and output for 2672 h. This generator has the power conditioner will shut off and will pro-
now completed 552 h of testing in the thermal-vacuum duce a signal to operate a mechanical switch to
test chamber. The other SNAP 19 generator (2P-9.N) load the source.
was parametrically tested and is now being used in
long-term life tests in ambient conditions to evaluate the 3. System Design
new bonding technique. Its total operating time at JPL Several types of "flyback" systems, bridge inverter sys-
is 603 h. The test performance of the SNAP 19 gener- tems, and center-tapped inverter systems were con-
ators will be discussed in a future issue of the SPS, sidered. The high amplitude of current necessitated the
Vol. Ill, as well as in JPL technical reports, paralleling of power switches with any type of system
_. used. These switches would have to be operated in a
multiphase manner to reduce ripple and spikes, the
C. Power Conditioner for a Thermionic Diode number of phases depending upon the number of
_ Army, G. I. Cardwell switchesused.
i I. Introduction The very low input voltage eliminated the bridge
A reactor thermionic power system requires a power inverter systems, and the high setup ratios combined with
conditioner to operate in conjunction with an array of low breakdown voltage switches eliminated the "fly-
'_ thermtonic diodes. Such a power conditioner has been back" systems. Thus, the only suitable system was the
developed to operate in an experimental test setup, center-tapped inverter system. It appeared that llve
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center-tapped inverter systems switching in a five-phase D. Development of the Heat-Sterilizable
sequence would handle the current. Each inverter should Battery, R. Lutwack
have a stepup ratio of 20:1. The rectified outputs of each
inverter were placed in series to force current sharing 1. JPLContract951296 With ESB,Inc.
and to present a total stepup ratio of 100:1. A clock-and- This is a program for the development of AgO-Zn bat-
counter approach was chosen for the phase sequencing, teries that provide satisfactory performance after ster-
because it appeared to be more accurate and more ilization. Although the problems of(l)fabricating uniform
straightforward than tile alternate method using a group cells, (2) decreasing capacity loss as a result of steriliza-
of matched magnetic timers. Figure 4 shows the func-
tional block diagram of the power conditioner, tion, (8) developing secondary cells, and (4) developingimpact-resistant cells remain to be solved, considerable
4. Status of Development progress has been made.
At the present time, the total running logic, including Two batteries of six cells each (sealed after steril_a-
the over-current and start/stop circuits, has been built tion) were cycled at a depth of discharge of 60% nom-
and tested. One center-tapped inverter has been oper- inal capacity. Failures occurred as early as 83 cycles, but
ated at 60% load, but specific performance data are not the usual cycle life was 120 to 130; one cell reached 200
yet available, cycles. The failure mode was by Ag penetration through
LOW INPUT HIGH OUTPUT
VOLTAGE VO LTAGI-"
-- _ :_ OVER
CLOCK START/ CURRENT
STOP 'i
, _. I F 1 t t
I 4_ 2 2
1_ AL
DRIVER INVERTER
!, , 3 ,q_ 4 4
i DRIVER INVERTER
s
POWER _ THYSTRONswITCH
LOGIC v I REGULATOR OUTPUT i
Fig. 4. Power conditioner block diagram
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al! of the separator layers, although there were indica- 3. JPLContract952109 With the University of
tions of Zn shorting over the top of the separator to the California at Berkeley
lead wires of the Ag plates. It was concluded that addi- This is a research program to study the permeability
tional layers of separator and a different Zn plate design characteristics of membranes as functions of different
are needed if the cycle life is to be extended. It was forces and includes a detailed theoretical applieaticn of
shown that the performance of a cell that is sterilized the thermodynamics of the steady state to the transport
after being electrically cycled depends greatly on the across membranes and experimental determinations of
state of charge. Prior to sterilization, the cell should be the derived relationships. A practical method of transport-
discharged so that no Zn metal remains and no HgO is parameter evaluation from the basic flux equations of
formed. A procedure in which the discharges are made linear non-equilibrium thermodynamics has been out-
through successively larger resistances until an open- lined. A cell has been constructed for measuring osmosis,
circuit voltage between 0.75 to 0.81 V is reached has electro-osmosis, dialysis, transport number, membrane
been successful in reducing the capacity losses, potential, streaming potential, and conductivity under
uniform hydrodynamic conditions, using feedback mech-
One of the causes of the non-uniformity of cells seems anisms to keep solution concentrations constant despite
to be an attack on one of the plates by a component the mass transfer that occurs. The cell is being tested to
of the epoxy formulation used to seal the case. Modifi- assure that it will conform to the design requirements.
cations of the sealing technique are being explored in
an effort to eliminate this problem. Electrochemical and
design investigations continue in an effort to improve E. Integrated Heat Pipe/Tubular Thermoelectric
cell performance. Module, 5. Bain
2. JPLContract951972 With Texas Instruments, Inc. 1. Introduction
This is a research and development program for heat- The use of an integrated heat pipe/tubular thermo-
sterilizable and impact-resistant Ni-Cd cells. From fac- electric module as an energy conversion system for spacer
_ torial design experiments in which the parameters were application is currently under investigation at JPL. The
,e heat pipe is used as a them I coupling from the heat
the separator, KOH concentration, percentage of pore
. fill, and heat sterilization, the following results were source to the hot junction ace of the thermoelectric
module. Such a design makes the system flexible since
_ obtained from data for 85 cycles before sterilization and
80 eyeles after sterilization: the heat source can then be remote from the generator.
_. The JPL test unit described herein employs an electrically
heated source that simulates the isotope fuel that would
(1) Capacities increased after sterilization an average normally be used in the final design. The satisfactory per-
of 33% for seven cells over 5 cycles, formance of the system thus far demonstrates that a heat
(2) End-of-charge voltage increased after sterilization pipe can be effectively used to thermally couple a heat !_.
an average of 52 mV for seven cells over 5 cycles, source to a thermoelectric module. The information /
obtained in the tests described here will be useful in eval- /'/I
(3) Cell resistances were not significantly changed by uating future devices employing heat pipe configurations. /t
sterilization.
2. Design(4) Capacity and the end-of-charge voltage after ster-
ilization decreased with cycling. The integrated heat pipe/tubular thermoelectric mod-
ule (Fig. 5), designed and fabricated by Westingl,,.:-se
(5) Pack tightness was shown to be an important Astronuclear Laboratory (WANL), consists of a heat pipe
design factor, and heater block, a tubular module, and a unidirectional
radiator. The thermoelectric module and the aluminum
(6) Only one of the separator materials tested gave unidirectional radiator are mounted on the condenser end
satisfactory performance, of the heat pipe, while cartridge heaters fitted in nickel
blocks are used on the evaporator end. All electrical
This investigation d the effects of heat sterilization and instrumentation wires terminate in junction boxes on the
the efforts to improve the cell design continue, test stand. |
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a. Tubular module. The heart of the generator is the The liquid sodium is transported in the vapor state
tubular thermoelectric module developed for the Atomic throughout the condenser section and is returned to the ! /?.Energy Commission by WANL. As shown in Fig. 6, the evaporator by the stainless-steel wiek. The heat is dis-
_j
module has a 1.1-in. inner diameter, a 2.6-in. outer sipated by the radiator attached to the outer wall of the J
diameter, and a 7.2-in. active thermoelectric length, thermoeleeta_e module. Movement of the vapor arises /,
from the natural pressure difference which results from
the heat addition and removal. The cycle continues as
b. Heat pipe and heater block. The total length of the condensate is carried from the condenser end to the
the 304 stainless-steel heat pipe is 18 in., with a 1-in.
outer diameter. Approximately :37 cms of sodium metal evaporator by the capillary action of the wick. Heat pipes
is used as the working fluid in the evaporator section, are capable of a thermal conductance greater than that
Heat is added to the sodium by conduction through the for any known homogeneous piece of metal. The heatpipe employed was capable of operating at a temperature
wall from nickel heater blocks. To assure good heat of 1200°F with a heat transfer of 2800 W.
transfer between the evaporator and the nickel heater
blocks, a layer of flame-sprayed copper is deposited on
the evaporator end. Five layers of 60-mesh 304 stainless- e. Untdtre©ttonal radiator. The radiator was fabricated
steel screen are used as a wick and are held in place from 6061 aluminum. Six finned sections are clamped on
against the inner wall by a perforated stainless-steel the outer periphery of the thermoelectric module. The
sleeve, hub of the assembled sections cover the condenser section
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\
i
_" Fig.6. Tubularmoduleinternalconstruction
of the system.To achievea unidirectionalradiator,the maehiningthe evaporatorsectionto a precisionfit with
concavesurfaceis highly polishedfor low emissivity, the heaterblockinner diameter.A boronnitride sleeve
whereas the convex side is c.oatedwiti: a high-emissivity was inserted between the condenser section of the heat
material. The nickel heater _locks clamped in place are pipe and the module to accommodatethe instrumentation
shown in Fig. 5. The cartridge heaters are also exposed, needed to monitor the inner clad module temperatures.
In Fig. 5, the low-emissivity polished aluminumconcave A high-temperature heat-transfer cement was placed
surface can be seen. between the interfaceof the radiatorhub and the module
outer surface to decrease the thermal impedance.
The radiator was designed to maintain the average
outer clad temperatureof the generatorat approximately Verification tests were performed by WANL to deter- _-
_)0°C, with the average inner clad temperature of the mine the heat-tran._fercapabilitiesof the complete system /generator at 535°C. The planar unidirectional radiator and to assess the heat pipe performance under a module
was not fully optimized for a particularspace system, but load. The temperature difference between the heat pipe
serves merely to display a space concept in the employ- and the module interface was less than 18°F. From the
ment of such a device, test data, the isothermal temperature distribution over
the active length of the module was _'2p_xent.
3. ThermalCharacteristics
4. WANLSystemPerformanceTesting
To assure good heat transfer between the system inter-
faces, special consideration was given to specific areas, Prior to delivery of the completed system to JPL, the
such as those between the heater blocks and the evap. system was operated at WANL for 600 h at design
oratorsection of the heat pipe, the condenser section of conditions. Two thermal cycles were experienced, one
the heat pipe and the module, and the module outer after the first433 h o£ operation at design temperatures,
diameter and the radiator. The thermal impedance be- and the other after an additional 147 h. Figure 7 shows
tween the evaporator and the heater blocks was mini- the data taken during the tests. The data taken before
mized by flame.spraying copper on the heat pipe and by final shutdown prior to shipment are given in Table 2.
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Table2. WANLandJPLinitialsystemperformancedata 5, JPLSystemPerformanceTesting
a. Test Inmtmment_ion and techniques. In the con-
WANL JR tinuationof the system performance testing atJPL,effortsCharacteristic Initial dab Inlti_| data
.... were made to duplicate the test instrumentation and
Averagemodul_innerdadtemperature,"¢ 534 544 techniques used at WANL. The test apparatus was set up
Average module outer clad temperature, *C 191 220 in the JPL environmental test facility. A matched-load
Open.circuit voltage, V 5.80 5.e6 conditionwas maintained at all times, except when open.
toadvoltage,V 3.25 3.t53 circuitvoltage data were taken. A maximum power input
toadcurrent,A 36.S 34.Sl to the system was established at 2400 W, with the
Poweroutput,w 118.6 iom.m3 designed maximum inner clad temperature of 565°CPower input, W 2140 2255
ov,ro!,e,_iunw,% s.s4 4.g3 (1050OF). Operation with 1050°F on the inner clad
_ necessitated a limitation of II00°F on the condenser
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section of the heat pipe. After the ll00°F temperature of Standards' millivolt temperature ct, rves utilizing the
was reached, power input was kept constant until tem- correct cold junction compensation. An automatic data
peratures stabilized along the heat pipe, scanning system was used during the data acquisition.
The outer clad of the tubular module was monitored with
An adjustable load consisting of a group of fixed ten thermocouples; the inner clad, with four thermo-
resistors was fabricated at WANL and used during the couples; the radiator, with seven thermocouples; and the
initial tests. A 0.162-f2 fixed resistor with taps at 0.027-_ copper on the heat pipe, with three thermocouples.
intervals and a 0.5- to 1.0-f_ trim was paralleled to the As many as possible of the original thermoeouples were
fixed section. This made the load adjustable from approxi- used to achieve a good comparison with WANL data.
mately 0.026 to 0.150 f_. The total load consisted of the
lead length from the output of the generator terminals to Power input anti output were measured with the data
the fixed load. The measured resistance of 0.070 f_ was acquisition system. Precision shunts were used through-
within 0.005 _ of a matched-load condition when the out to obtain direct readouts in millivolts. The open-
module was operating at an average hot jlmetion circuit voltage was measured by reading across the
temperature of 535°C and an average cold junction voltage probes of the module when the load circuit was
temperature of 195°C. momentarily opened. An extremely fast readout instru-
ment, a Hewlett-Paekard Model 2401C integrating digital
The cartridge heaters were wired in a series-parallel voltmeter, was used to obtain accurate measurements of
configuration and operated from a 0- to 230-V supply the open-circuit voltage. The sampling period was kept
de source. An ac source was used at WANL. The primary small (approximately 0.1 s).
circuit was controlled by an adjustable variable trans-
former (Variae). The electrical power input and inere- b. Test results. Operation was continuous for approxi-
t:= ments as functions of time to attain the correct operating mately 1367 h at a fixed power input of 2250 W. Plotted
: level are shown in Fig. 8. in Fig. 9 as functions of time are the efficiency, open- and
closed-circuit voltages, power output, and module resist-
Chromel-alumel thermocouples were used throughout ante. After the uninterrupted steady-state operation, a
t the unit. Thermoeouples of the sheathed type were planned shutdown took place for a modification to theattached along the module's inner and outer dad surfac s, instrumentation. This shutdown constituted the third
All thermoeouple readouts were per the National Bureau thermal cycle.
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System shutdown was initiated by cutting the electrical A noticeable decrease in output was apparent on each
power to the heaters, thus permitting the system to cool restart.Adecrease in module resistancewas also detected.
down to ambient conditions. The data taken prior to The temperature profile of the system remained essen-shutdown are given in Table 2. These data represent the tially unchanged. The data were discussed in detail with
average data shown in the plotted points and are charac. WANL personnel in an attempt to determine the cause
teristic of the data produced on the first startup at JPL. of the decrease in the ¢,bserved performance.
The differences between the WANL anl JPL data were
not explainable at the time of the JPL readings. The The final shutdown of the generator took place with//_
integrity of all instrumentationwas verified. Resistance WANL personnelpresent. Prim to shutdown, the genera-/'
shunts b tween the module and the readout mechanism tor accumulated an additional 310 h under the following
i were eliminated as possible vauses, conditions:
The second startup was interrupted with a power Open-circuitvoltage, V 4.04
outage; at the time, tbe generator was producing86.9 W Load voltage, V 2.39
i for2050-Winput. A similar situation occurredduring the Load current, A 26.7
_| third startup with a further reduction in pedormanee; Maximum power output, W 6_ 2
[
a power output of 82.0 W was noted for a power input Power input, W
of 2223 W. These shutdowns were the fourth and fifth Resistance, o 0.062
thermal cycles on the generator. The power and instru-
mentation difficulties were solved and the testing was Diagno,_tic analysis is presently being conducted at
resumed. WANL to determine the exact mechanism of failure.
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VI. Guidanceand ControlAnalysisand Integration
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION
A. Support Equipment for a Strapdown Design and fabrication of the power cabinet containing
Navigator, R.E. Williamson the power conversion unit and the three groups of nickel-
cadmium batteries have been completed.
11_e objectives of this effort are to provide a test van,
data acquisition equipment, prime power, and system c. Data acquisition. The tlata acquisition system will
engineering for a strapdown electrostatic aerospace navi- provide the capabilities required to evaluate and trouble- _
gator (SEAN). shoot the SEAN system. To meet these requirements,
three means of data acquisition are to be used.
a. Van system. The test van has been procured and
road tested with a mockup system installation that was Digital recording system. A magnetic tape digital !
comprised of consoles and lumped masses equivalent to recording system will he provided to record computed
a normal installation. These vibration and shock tests system outputs (position, velocity, navigation time), total //
provided the information required for optimum location IMU data (gyro and velocity meter counts), and other/"
of the inertial measurement unit (IMU) in the van layout, required parameters. The system outputs recorded during
flight tests will be used in conjunction with a recording
of the range radar tracking of the aircraft to obtainThe vibration isolators for each of the cabinets have
system error plots. The total IMU data may be used for
been procured and the design of the mounting cradles postflight analysis, su_.h as separation of error sources,
and baseplates established. The location of the SEAN development of additional computer programs, improve-
system and its "nstrumentaUon is shown in Fig. 1. ment of gyro drift compensation schemes, and evaluation
of the IMU and computer performance.
b. Power subsystem. The unintermptible power con-
version unit has been procured and has been operated A complete recording system is being procured. The
with dummy loads while being powered from the various system manufacturer was provided with two flight-
optional power sources. Sources used included the 400- qualified digital magnetic tape recorders that were pro- I
and 60-Hz laboratmT powers, the 120-Vde batter., power, cured (Fig. 2). The design and fabrication of the recording /
and the 400-Hz mobile engine-generator set power, system control unit, and the integration d the control [
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_ A Brush, Model Mark 848, 8-channel, thermal-writing
• -' recorder ha_ been purchased as a versatile instrument to
't'- .J - _ - '
_.: . . be used in monitoring the various IMU analog signals
_' during laboratory tests, and for monitoring the gyro
suspension circuits during flight tests. A second recorder,
a Mid-Western, Model 608, 86-channel, optical-writing
recorder, has been obtained from the JPL loan pool to
monitor the additional IMU analog functions and the
battery and power supply voltages.
Photo recorder. An instrumentation camera will be
._ used to photographically record the computer-adapter
.j< " display (CAD) output information '(latitude, longitude,
_ \_._ speed, azimuth, time). The camera is a 85-mm remotely
; controlled photorecorder designed for use in aircraft.
It will be controlled by the SEAN Alert computer to
photograph the display panel every 2 to 10 s to provide a
• . +.,..- , continuous record of the flight test for at least 4 h. A lens
' , _.'" -;_"< has been procured, and the camera has been checked out
..-- y. ,- optically and electrically.
......"" _x:: d. Altimeter. A CPU-46/A altitude computer, Bendix
.,J_!_W_.-._ Type 81101, has been procured to provide digitized
___3 altitude information. Integration of the altimeter with the
.__--_ ;v_f _-';,_; .. :,¢_ SEAN computer-adapter display is planned for the first
.__..:_.__. : : _._ part of December 1968.
..t_...._It_R_i/"4¢_¢- j_ - _:- __L-" -_ - __ _" . --- _"
: Fig. 2. Digital magnetic tape recorder e. System integration support. System cables required
for integration of the SEAN equipment into the van and
-: unit with the Alert computer and the tape transports flight test configuration are being procured. Approxi-
will be performed by the system manufacturer. Delivery mately two-thirds of the required cables have been
">-. of the complete system is expected in early December received with the balance due by the end of November.
1968. The SEAN system block and cabling diagrams have been
updated and released. Detail schematics and signal de-
Oscillographic recording system. An oscillographic seriptions have been prepared for those interfaces where
recording system will be provided to monitor analog equipmepts have not yet been integrated. Special inter-
functions, such as gyro suspension G loading, IMU face tests are being run where necessary to define the
temperatures, gyro status, and power supply voltages, interface characteristics.
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VII. SpacecraftControl
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION
! A. ActuatorDevelopmentfor a ClusteredIon (in the test described, only one axis of translation is con-
[ Engine Array, J. D. Ferreraand G. S. Perkins sidered) to align the resultant thrust vector with the center
of gravity of the spacecraft for pitch and yaw control.
1. Introduction
At the present time, there is a great deal of interest in 2. Translation Actuator
solar-powered electric-propulsion systems suitable for The characteristics of the translation actuator (Fig. 2)
interplanetary spacecraft applications. One such electric- are listed in Table 1. Two features are particularly note-
propulsion application is a Jupiter flyby mission in 1975.1 worthy. One is the application of a harmonic drive gear
Another mission under study is an asteroid shot in 1974 try,in to obtain a very low value of backlash (<5 arc sec)
using mercury electron-bombardment ion thrusters as an and hi_.h output torsional stiffness. The other is the space /_
engineering experiment, compaiibility of the flat-strap type of drive. Fatigue_.f _
cracks that might develop in the strap are self-healing in
To prepare for these candidate flights, a breadboard space vacuum.
system was designed and built in calendar year 1968 that
incorporates the minimal features considered necessary In tt is test the balls used in the roller bearings that
for a deep space probe. All major components necessary suppor the moving platform on two 1-in.-diam rails are
for any solar-electric system are present. The portion of made of stainless steel. In a space vacuum application
the system that will be enclosed in a vacuum chamber for these balls could be made of a ceramic to eliminate the
system testing is shown in Fig. 1. The vacuum chamber possibility of cold-welding. A rotary infinite-resolution
end dome is 36 in. in diameter; the ion engines are 10 in. potentiometer is used for position feedback. Where
in diameter, 14 in. in length, and weigh 10 lb each. Each possible, similar metals are used to minimize thermal
engine is gimballed to provide roll attitude control, expansion problems, Thermistors are mounted inside the
The engine array is translated in the X and Y directions actuator to provide temperature information since the
"' ion engines themselves are expected to reach temperatures
1Barber,T. A.,et al., 1975lupiter FlybyMtssto_ Usln_a So/atE/ec- as high as 500°F. Individual electrical lines are shielded
trio Propdsion s;mveoraft, Mar.1, 1968(JPL i_temaldocument), to [:,revent electrical interference.
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!3. GimbalActuator Table1. Actuatorcharacteristics
The characteristics of the gimbal actuator (Fig. 8) are Translation Gimbal
also listed in Table 1. A unique feature of this actuator Parameter
is the drive arrangement utilized to minimize backlash actuator actuator
in order to obtain 20 arc sec per stepper motor step of Oulputtravel,in. 4"3 --
output rotation. The linear motion of the saddle nut is Outputtravel,deg -- ----4"10
transformed to rotary motion of the sector through two Nominalsteppingrole,steps/s 100 50Actuator slewingrate, in.Is 0.25 --
beryllium copper straps. The saddle nut is also pinched Actuatorslewingrate, mradls -- 5
slightly prior to the machining of screw threads such that, Temperaturerange,*F --50to"1-275--50 to+275
in its assembled state, the screw threads are forced into Testduration,h 1000 1000 jcontact with the lead screw threads. A solid rod connects Resolution,i .lstep 0.0025 --
the saddle nut to the pickoff arm. The piekoff for posi- Resolution, arc seclstep - 20 Jkcklash, arc sec < $ 0
Lionfeedback is a linear-variabledifferential transformer Ge.rtrainratio 2830:1 ISTOSd
(LVDT). Thus, there is zero backlash between the actu- Powerrequired,W 7 7
afar output shaft and the position pickoff. Outputtorqueatnominalrote,In.-Ib SO 55
Weight, Ib 7.25 4.3
The lead screw itself is a hollow aluminum shaft, hard- Leakrote190"4nitrogen- < 0.005 < 0.00S
_" 10% helium),cmBIh
anodized after machining. Aluminumis used for the lead PIcko,scalefactor,V/deg 0.14 --
_ screw to maintain similar metals throughout to minimize Plckoffscalefactor,Vile. - 12.55
thermal expansion problems. PickoffIlnearlty, % 0.5 0.14 (full scalel
'_ Excitation,Vdc "4"24 24
The drive motors in both actuatorsare size 11, 90,deg
permanent-magnet stepper motors. The actuator case is 4. DevelopmentStatusand ProjectedPlans
painted black and the intermediate shaft connecting the
actuator to the ion engine is made of stainless steel to The actuators for the breadboard system have been i
minimize heat transfer into the actuator, functionally tested and then assembled into the system
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for a 1000-h test run in February 1969. No consideration Table2. Designcharacteristicsof theGG_59Egyroscope
was given in this breadboard system to weight reduction
(flight requirement of less than 3 lb/actuator) or flight Parameter Value
environmental requirements. These will be considered in ....
the flight prototype system now being designed. Completegyrounit"Diameter(excluding flange), in. 2.10,5
Length, in. 3,096
The prototype system, which will be ready for system Weight,Ib 0.997
test by the end of calendar year 1969, will be designed Angular momentum, g-cm2/s 100,00O
to provide two perpendicular directions of translation Input/outputgain(atoperatingtemperature) 155Operating temperature, °F
over a span in each direction of ___13in. A closed-loop Nominal 115
control system will also be provided for the new engine Maximum limits 50to 130
alray. Output axis freedom,deg +0.55, --0.56
Operating llfe (minimum)
Hours 18,000
Start-stop cycles 10,000
B. Sterilizable Inertial Sensors: Gas Bearing Powerofglmbal suspension pump
Gyros, P. J. Hand (490 Hz, 100 v rms),W 0.6
Spin motorb
The objective of this task is to perfect a complete Speed,rev/mle 24,000
family of miniature inertial sensors that will be capable Power(26v rms,800Hz,2 phase),W
of withstanding both thermal and gas sterilization with- Start 6.8Run 3.5
out either catastrophic failure or significant degradation Torquemargin(tosynchronize),Vrms 21
of performance.Included in this family of inertial sensors Run.up time, s 15.7
are long-life gas bearing gyros of the single-axis, rate- Run-downtime, s 56,7
integrating-type, subminiature ball bearing gyros, and Plck°ff°
high-performance linear aceelerometers. All of these Frequency,Hz 7200
- Voltage, V tins 10.5
_ inertial sensors have potential applications in advanced Sensitivity,mV/mrad 24.1
planetary spacecraft, entry capsule attitude-control sys- Nu,voltage,mV 1.2
terns, and landed planetary missions, tlnearity,% 1.0
Torquerd
; The gas bearing gyroscopes selected for this develop- Scale factor, deg/h/mA 3S6.1Linearlty, % < 0.025
;_: meet effort are the Honeywell, Inc.,high-gain type GG159 Stability,% <_0.018 -.
'_ and its low-gain, wide-angle counterpart, type GG334S. taaximumslewrate,deg/h > t1,000
These gas bearing gyros do not have any bearing wearout Temperaturesensitivity1100to130"F),% 0.57
conditions during operation and can, therefore, be con- HeatersWarmup, _'_ 265
sidered for applications on any very long term planetary Control,f 14o
mission. The fabrication status and developmental history Sens*r(atl l5*F),fl 780 I_.
of both gyro types were covered in SPS 87.51, Vol, IIl,
pp. 58-55. SSlng|e.exls,floated,rote.lntegrot|ng,pumped.fluidglmbolsuspensiontype. JbHydrodynomlcgas bearingtype.
eMovingcoil,air-coredifferentialtransformertype.
The GG15gE version is the culmination of a develop- dPermaneat_ masnet,movingcelltypo.
meet program begun in 1962. This gyro has essentially
met all of the design goals for performance through
sterilization that were set forth at the beginning of the between the design goals and the actual pedormanee of
development effort. The program objective was to fabri- this instrument when subjected to thermal sterilization.
cate a gyro that would incorporatethe major design goals The spin motor required 3.5 W of running power, which
of steril!zation capability, high-g shock and vibration is well below the 4.0-W goal. In addition, the ability to
capability, low-power spin motor, and high-frequency build a gyro motor using approximately2.5 W was dem-
fluid pump for the gimbal suspension system. Table 2 onstrated during the fabrication of one of the GG334S
shows design characteristics of this unit. wide-angle gyros. Thus, further power reductions are a
possibility if required. The decision to remain with a
The GG1591_.1gym (8N1) was fabricatedand delivered 3.5-W motor was based on obtaining the maximum motor
to JPL in September 1968. Table 8 shows a comparison torque margin consistent with the power design goal.
_=.-:.-'_:_._ _ ,._-_.... ____ ....... L. a_'-, 1. ....... _,[......................
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Table3. Comparisonof designand actualperformance tion, 14-g rm; random noise plus swept sinewave, 10 min
data of the GG159Egyroscope in each axis; and (3) static acceleration, 14 g, 5 min in
each axis.The shifts encounteredin the criticalparameters
Parameter Design Actual of reaction torques (RT), fixed torques (FT), mass un-
balance on the input axis (MUt,t), and mass unbalance
FT, deglh +--.0.30--0.158 on the spin reference axis (MUs,t) are shown below.
MUse, deg/h/g _0.50 1.54
MUtA, deg/h/g "_-'_0.46 0.414
Drift stability (rms) ART, AFT, AMUse, AMU.sA,
Runuptorunup,deglh 0.01 0,055 Environment deg/h deg/h deg/h/g deg/h/g
Coaldawn to cooldawn
FTandRT, deg/h 0.03 0.09 Shock -0.10 +0.10 +O.B8 -0.24
MUs,4 and MUla, deg/h/g 0.05 0.064
Random drift (I a), deg/h Vibration -0.02 -0.01 -t-0,02 -t-0.16
Outputaxisvertical 0.008 0.005 Acceleration -0.05 -0.01 +0.06 +0.07
Input axis vertical 0.015 0.005
Elastic restraint, deg/h/mrad --0.05 --0.042
Anlsoelastlc coefficient, deg/h/g 2 -I-0.05 0.02 These results verify that, besides survival of the spin
Changeof driftrateswithsterilization motor, the gyro performance was not significantly dis-
(eachcyde) turbed by such environments.
Change in TSF, deg/h/mA "1"4.0 0.065 (total)
Change in MUs_t, deg/h/g -1"0.14 0.198 (max)
Change in MUte, deg/h/g +---0.14 0.202 (max) After completion of the above tests, the instrument was
Change In RT (total), deg/h "4-0.07 0.095 (max)' started into the thermal sterilization cycles. Each of the
Change in elasticrestraints, "+'0.015 0.006(max 6 cycles was 64 h in duration and a temperature of 135°C
deg/h/mrad spread) was sustained at the gyro. Performance data were taken
•Exclude,fl¢,tIhlfta, notbeinglypltol, before and after each thermal cycle. These data are pre-
sented in graphic form it) Fig. 4, which displays, in a
chronological sequence, the values of FT, MUst, and
One notable departure from the design goal was the MUte as measured after the final assembly of the gyro
optimum frequency of 490 Hz obtained for the piezo- and includes the sterilization cycling. The points desig-
electric, hydrostatic, gimbal suspension pump. (The design noted as cooldown 1 through 5 represent a daily cool-
goal was 400 Hz.) The concept of the high-frequency down to room ambient (70OF) from the operating tern-
pump was demonstrated in a previous JPL contract. The perature of I15*F, and demonstrate the basic daily
object of the current effort was to develop the necessary stability prior to sterilization. These data clearly show
hardware to implement the new pump design into the
GGI59E gyro.
0.4 I I I I I I I I I I
No less than seven variables are involved in the re_o- : _1.._¢_ __
naneeof this piezoelectricpump. Amongthese arespacing, _ =
compliance, and mass of the piezo plates, as well as _ J
• density and viscosity of the flotation fluid. The actual
resonant frequency was of secondary importance to the _ .0.4
application of this pump into the bTro; therefore, less
effort was applied to obtain an exact 400.Hz resonant .0.s i I I I , , , , , ,L
operation. (This is one area that can be improved in o.
future development.) The pump assembly in the tlnal I I_MI] _
device showedstableoperationthroughout the entire g_ : : : '_
test program,including the sterilizationcycling. Final test 04
results on the pump were: power 0.6 W, frequency for _ u
best operation 490 Hz, and total operating time 585 h.
p i 2 3 4 s. ,t = 3 4 S 6,
Prior to sterilization exposure, the gym was subjected CO0-tOOWN STERIU_TION ,-
to an environmental test series consisting of: (I) shock, CYCLIN_m
200gpeak,l.S-msduration, 5 timesin each axis;(2)vibra. Fill.4. Gyrodriftthroughsterilization
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that, except for the typical first cycle shift, the g);ro per- Additional effort to improve the sterilization capability
formance is not significantly degraded by sterilization of both the SMRD coil and the balance capsule woul6 be
cycling, in order for future production of this gyro.
In addition, other parameters, such as elastic restraints The following conclusions can be drawn from the results
and motor performance, are shown in Table 4. of this development task:
Except for the initial shift of fixed torque as a result of (1) The GG159E gyro has successfully demonstrated
the first cycle (which has happened on other GG159 gyros compliance with the initial design goals of ster-
in the past), no significant performance change will be ilization capability, high-g vibration and shock
noted in all of these test results. One item not listed in the resistance, a low-power spin motor, and a high-
table that is of particular interest is the torquer scale frequency suspension pump.
factor (TSF), which measured a change of less than
0.02% over the 6 cycles. (2) The GG159E is now a precision inertial sensor
capable of application on any space mission requir-
ing either sterilization capability, long life, or both.
Two difl%ulties were encountered with the instrument
after sterilization: an open spin motor rotation detector (3) Corrective design actions needed to improve future
(SMRD) coil and decreased sensitivity in the euteetic units are very limited in scope .and have no signifi-
balance capsule. Neither problem was directly related to cant impact on the performance of the gyro. They
the performance of the instrument as an inertial sensor, are' improvement of the SMRD coil, improvement
The SMRD winding is used during laboratory testing to of the balance capsule, and adjustment of the sus. i
observe spin-motor synchronism; it is not used in a flight pension pump to operate on 4,')0 Hz.
application. The open SMRD coil was found to be inside
the sealed gyro housing. Further investigation would
; entail a maior disassembly of the gyro, and, since the C. Ion Engine Thrust-PhaseAttitude Control
_. SMRD coil was not related to the performance, the failure With Flexible Solar Arrays, G. £. Flelscher
was not pursued further.
i I. Introduction
The balance capsule is used to make final vernier Increasing attention and detailed study have been given
; adjustments to the mass unbalance (MU) parameters with- recently to the application of solar-array.powered electric-
out going into the gyro case. The capsule has already propulsion systems to specific missions to the Jovian
_'_ fulfilled its most important function at the time of initial planets. =Efforts to demonstrate the capability and prae-
MU trim; therefore, its decreased sensitivity did not ticality d an ion-engine-powered spacecraft has been
-_ warrant corrective action for this particular unit. mainly directed toward developing accurate dynamic
Table 4. Performance through sterilization
m=l
_ Parameter Reference Post 1 Post 2 Post 3 Post 4 Post 5 Post 6
, _ Randomdrift 11¢)dog/h
Output axis vertical 0.005 0.003 0.007 0.001 0.003 0.005 0.003
Input axls radical 0.008 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.004 0.004 0.003
FT,deg/h --0.022 --0.552 --0.092 --0.007 0.064 0.125 0.030
MUa_,daglh/g 0.130 0.208 0.370 0.333 0.4:!3 0.4115 O.2117
MUs_, deglh/g 0.484 0.686 0.504 0.563 0.570 0.687 0.709
Elasticrestraint, dag/h/mrad --0.O4:1 --0.046 --0.046 --0.0411 --0.046 --0.047 --0.043
Run.uplima, s 15.7 IS.O 15.1 15.1 15.0 15.3 15.E
Run.downtime, s 56.7 53.6 53.4 51.4 5:1.4 51.1 50.1
Power,W
Start 6.82 6.50 6.80 6.60 6.70 6.40 6.40
tun 3.50 3.20 3.35 3.40 3.4| 3.35 3.40
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models of such a system and applying them to the space- For example, Fig. 5 shows a five-engine array designed
craft attitude-control design problem. This article de- for a Jupiter ilyby mission (see Footnote 2).
scribes some of the results obtained in assessing the
dynamic interaction of large flexible solar panels with an In general, the control block diagram appears as shown
attitude-control system based on ion engine thrust vector in Fig. 6. Attitude error signals are supplied by the usual
control, collection of celestial (sun and Canopus) sensors and
transformed to engine coordinates. Control torques are
2. System Dynamics Model applied to the craft as a consequence of the commanded
engine translations and rotations. Stabilization and damp-
Attitude control of an electrically propelled craft, pri- ing are achieved by feedback compensation about the
marily due to the presence of very large and flexible solar engine control loop.
cell arrays and the continuous force of the thrusters and
solar winds, does not allow the use of the usual nitrogen A major question has been the definition of an accurate
gas or comparable mass-expulsion techniques since they mathematical model for the SPACECRAFT DYNAMICS
result in unacceptably large system weights over the block. Theoretically, this block must include the effects
mission flight times involved. Thrust vector control must of what could be very flexible s,_lar panels, or antennas,
then be used for attitude control during powered phases, as well as the motion of relatively rigid but significantlyIt becomes necessary, therefore, to provide for translation
of the entire ion :agine bank in two directions and to _Barber,T. A.,et al., 19751uplterFlybu MissionUsinga SolarElec-
gimbal pairs of engines in order to achieve complete three- trtc PropulsionSt_acecraft,Mar. 1, 1968 (JPL internal document);
axis control. Several engine configurations are possible, alsosee Refs.1 and 2.
i / SINGLE-AXIS
I GIMBALS ON
OUT R-FOUR
THRUSTERS
y TRANSLATION /
Fig. 5. Powered flight control usingtwo-axis
translation and third-axis gimballing
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_" TRANSFORMATION
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Fig.6. Basictranslationorgimbalcontroloop
large masses, such as an ion engine assembly or, perhaps, ing equations may be forced to include irrelevant high- f-
momentum wheels. Each of these interacts with the frequency components, drastically increasing run times
motions of the spacecraft's rigid central structure,or bus, and therefore cost. Typically, the solution of large matrix
which normally is the intended beneficiary of rotational equations are also required at each numerical integration
control and therefore usually carries both the celestial step, aggravatingeven furtherthe computationalproblem.
and inertial sensors.
Recently, Likinsa has developed in detail a "hybrid co.
A great deal of experience and capability has been ordinate" approach to the vehicle control problem when
developed in the analysisof flexiblestructures usingmodal flexible appendages are involved. It is based on the
deformation coordinates, and they have long been effl- assumption that flexible portions of the croft may be
ciently applied to aircraft, missiles, and spacecraft as well. accurately characterized by small, iineady elastic defer-
From the control standpoint, however, a sfr/ctly modal mations and are therefore subject to modal analysis.
coordinate approach is not capable of accommodating Furthermore, if the flexible appendages are attached to a
rotors,nonlinear internalcontrols, discrete dampers, etc.
At the same time, the opposite approach of modeling the SLikins, P. W.,/_rmmtcsand Centralo! PlezJbteSlmceVeh_leso
system as a large collection of rigid bodies appears to be TechnicalRepost82-1829.Jet PropulsionLaboratory,Pasadena,
extremely cumbersome. Computersolutions to the result- Cali£(in press)zalsoseeHrs. 8 and4.
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rigid base undergoing small motions or which has nearly Suitable normalization of the eigenvectors and insertion
constant angular velocity, normal modes of vibration can of a diagonal structural damping matrix results in
be shown to exist. Discrete coordinates are retained for "_
describing the rigid base motion or the motion of other ;_+ 2 ¢o,_ + o?_= - ,I,TM {[--Y,_:(e+ R) --T _:] _;"
essentially rigid components, such as gimballed (or trans- _
lated) engines, rotors, discrete dampers, and the like. + _;_:(X+ b' - 2_0)) + _Tx (2)
For example, if the spacecraft's rigid bus is assumed to Equation (2) may then be reduced in dimension (_'sare
experience a sumciently small inertial angular velocity, so uncoupled) to eliminate those modal coordinates _ with
that second-degree terms and higher derivatives in this unwanted high frequencie,,.
variable are negligible, the completely linearized matrix
equation describing the flexible appendage becomes
In addition to appendage Eq. (2), a vector equation of
M[E - _:_ M/,Cll] _ + Kq = motion can be written for the entire vehicle from the
,o basic relation T -- H, which in matrix form becomes[R+ - + MT,j+ x
(1) [ l - I,,E]0 + (_ "P,"T+ _r_.) M 'I'_ -b A,:i;,:=
where T - r - OI,,.@ (3)
M = mass matrix of the flexible appendage (3n X 3n)
(n is the number of point masses used to model the where
appendage) I = total undeformed vehicle inertia matrix (3 × 8)
,_t = total vehicle mass (scalar) I,o= spin-axis moment of inertia for each of 3 identical
momentum wheels whose spin axes are parallel to
q = columli matrix of appendage deformation coordt- the reference axes (scalar)
nares (3n X 1)
r = [riv.-rz] r, momentum wheel applied torques
" K = appendage stiffnessmatrix (3n X 3n)
, _ = [_,,_,,_]r, momentum wheel spin rates
X = inertial position of the system center of mass T = matrix uf torques applied to rigid base (3 × 1)(3 X 1)
e = position of system mass center with respect to a For the c_se of the solar.powered electric-propulsion
point fixed in rigid base (bus), not including flex. spacecraft considered here, Eq. (3) includes acceleration
ible appendage contributions (3 × 1) (or torque) coupling of the ion engine ba_,:, so that
R = location of appendage attachment point in rigid x.
base (8 X 1) u_:= [yrxra,_t_ct_a,]r
_,R = skew symmetric matrices locating masses in the where
flexibleeppendage (Sn X 8n, 8 X 8) xr,yr = translationcoordinates of the engine
0 = inertial attitude of rigid base body (8 × 1) assembly
E = identity matrix,any order at,az,a3,a, = gimbal angles of each ion engine
_:_= matrix[E E E *.. E] r, (Sn X 8) and As is, in generaJ, a matrix (8 _" "_'-"this case) of time
_,- matrix of external forces applied to appendage varyingcoefficients that reflect ._ :,,c_,,_onand geometry
of the ion engine assembly wt:" -_=.: .t to a point fixed
(Sn X 1) in the bus.
If in Eq. (1) the transformationq ffi 4_ is substituted - .L
followed by a premultiplteation of the equation by ¢,r To complete the system equations of motion, relations •
where ¢, isthe matrix of elgenveetots of the homogeneous can be written for each of the engine coordinates and i. _
equation, the coel_clent matricesof v, ;_are diagonalized, each momentum wheel spin coordinate. In matrixform, ,_.r..o_.
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they appear as lations on both the IBM 7094 digital computer (using the
DSL/90 language) and an Electronic Associates 231-R
AEdilE + ArB0"+ A_; r M 4, ;i = X_:(0,t_E,UE,X, Fi) analog computer. Several solar-array configurations and
(4) high-gain antenna structures, designed for a specific flyby
mission to Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, have
and been analyzed in terms of modal coordinates. Results from
* I,_[_ + 0] : r (5) these simulations will be presented in subsequent articles.
where References
I
AEe,AT = constant coefficient matrices 1. Solar Powered Electric PropulsionSpacecraft Study, JPL Con-
"" _E = matrix of velocity and position dependent tract951144, HughesAircraftCo.,CnlverCity,Calif.,Dec. 1965.
forcing functions or applied forces (6 X 1) 2. Solar Powered Electric Prapulsion Program Summary Report,
JPL Contract 951144, Hughes Aircraft C.,., Culver City, Calif.,
Fi = thrust applied by the ion engines (scalars) Dec. 1966.
The relation X = F/_t, where F is the matrix of force 3. Likins,P. W., and Wirsching,P. H., "Use of SyntheticModes in
components applied to the vehicle (3 × 1), is also useful. Hybrid Coordinated Dynamic Analysis, AIAA I., Vol. 6, pp.1867-1872,1968.
3. Applications 4. Likins, P. W., andGale, A. H., "Analysisof Interactions Between '
AttitudeControlSystemsand FlexibleAppendages,"paper pre-
_- The hybrid coordinate dynamic model described here sented at the 19th International Astronautical Congress, Oct.
_ has been programmed for attitude-control system simu- 14-19, 1968.
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VIII. Guidance and Control Research
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION
A. Preignition Characteristics of Cesium SN-107, was described in SPS 37-51, Vol. III. The diode
Thermionic Diodes, g. Shimada has two rhenium plane-parallel electrodes. The electrode
area is 2.00 cm 2 and the interelectrode gap is 0.0115 cm.
; 1. Introduction
Preignition volt-ampere curves of thermionic diodes The diode was operated in an electron-rich emission ,.
operating in an electron-rich emission mode exhibit two condition for which two regions of preignition character-
istics were clearly discernible. The emitter temperaturesclearly distinguishable features in their apparent satura-
were 1284, 1386, 1495, and 1598°K, and the cesium rota-tion regions characterized by two different rates of cn_
rent increase as a function of applied voltage. The region peratures were between 473-553°K. Typical preiguition .
_ having a slower rate is designated the "Schottky-like" characteristics were reported previously, and their analy- rl _
region; the remainder is designated the "avalanche" region ses are given in this article.
(SPS 37-51, Vol. III, pp. 82-86). It is apparent that the t"The normalized current I/Io, i.e., the ratio between the
t rate is determined by how the space-charge sheath con-
I trois the current flow through the diode since the diode measured current I and the apparent saturation current I0,
_, current is _ace-charge-limited. In the Schottky-like varies exponentially with applied voltage V. The empirical
region, the space-charge sheath is controlled mainly by relationship between I/Io and V is
those ions produced at the emitter by surface ionization;
in the avalanche region, by those ions produced in the I/Io = exp [kl (V - V1)] + exp [k2 (V - V_)] (1)
volume. This article describes results obtained from a
fixed-gap cesium diode, as well as from a variable-gap where k,, k2, V1, and V2 are constants for a given volt-
cesium diode, ampere curve taken at fixed emitter temperature T_ and
cesium-reservoir temperature To,. The tirst and second
exponential terms in Eq. (1) represent the current in the
2. Fixed-Gap Diode Schottky-like and avalanche regions, respectively. The
A fixed-gap cesium diode, built by Electro.Optical two regions are clearly distinguishable on I-V curves
Systems (EOS), Pasadena, California, and designated plotted in semilog form. In general, kl < _, V_ _0, I72_>0.
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_01 section that is continuously pumped by an appendage
pump and, hence, is operable under normal atmosphere.
6 I The collector guard ring can eliminate the side-wall effects
CeSiUMReSeaVOl_tEMPeRAtURE, which ordinarily exist in hardware-type converters such
TCs (*K) =
4 as the SN-107. The variable-gap arrangement allows an
effective separation between the surface and volume
--"" _ _ k2 effects on preignition characteristics.
493
"7 2
> Volt-ampere curves were obtained for this diode in an
..z. electron-rich, unignited mode. The observed T_ ranged
between 1173--1373°K, and tile Te8 between 453-533°K.
100
The true T_: were not determined because of unknown
U
temperature corrections required for the sapphire win-
6 dew, but the con'ections should not have exceeded -t-10
o> 513. and -O°K.
4 ', .,,,J,,'_ The d was varied between zero and 0.142 cm by means
/ _/_'° of three micrometer screws pushing against tile collectorJ
2 ///, flange. A zero-gap condition was established by noting a
// collector-emitter short; the parallelism was achieved dur-
ing zero gap adjustments. Subsequently, d was set by10-_ J the calibrated micro ter screws and occasionally cross-
0.6 0.7 0.s checked against the cathetometer readings. In order to
RECIPROCALEMITTERTEMPERATI:RE103/r , *K"1 correct for thermal expansions, the zero-gap condition
; Fig. 1. Voltage coefficients vs IO31Tnfor a was reestablished whenever the TE was changed. The
= fixed-gap diode maximum error in d would be ±0.005 cm considering
: electrode surface roughness, parallelism, and measure-
_" ment errors.
Figure 1 shows the dependence of k_ and k2 on recipro-
cal emitter temperature 103/TE in the thermionie diode A visual observation of the d during diode operation
SN-107. The voltage coefficient k_ increases exponentially confirmed that the avalanche region was associated with ,.
f' with 10:_/T_, but varies only slightly with Tes. The co- the anode-glow mode of the diode, which was originally
efficient k2, on the other hand, does not vary signifi- found by E. O. Johnson (Ref. 1) and later identified in a
eantly with 103/Ts. These results were in good agreement thermionic converter by N. S. Rasor (Ref. 2). An increase
with those obtained from a similar thermionie converter in the diode current in the avalanche region of the volt-
:_ (SPS 37-50, Vol. III, pp. 122--125), except that k2 in this ampere curve was accompanied by increased intensity of
converter was smaller than k_ in the previous one for a faint orange glow at the collector. The glow appearedthe same T_,. This difference was attributed to different
_ to be localized near the center of the collector, and no
_:, interehctrode gaps d which were 0.0115 cm in the SN-107 glow was observed on the guard ring.
i and 0.0712 cm in the previous diode. Preiguition volt-ampere curves obtained at Tz = 1173°K
and Te_=533°K are shown in Fig. 2 for various inter-
3. Variable-Gap Diode electrode gaps ranging between 0.023-0.142 cm. The
To further investigate the effect of d on the preigni- Schottky-like and avalanche regions are again clearly dis-
tion characteristics, experiments were carded out using a tinguishable because of the two different slopes of the
guard-ringed variable-gap thermionic energy converter. I-V curve. Note also that the curves in the Schottky-like
This cohverter was recently acquired from the Marine regions are parallel to one another in Fig. 2 for all w.lnes
Engineering Laboratory, Annapolis, Maryland, as surplus of d. In Fig. 3, where the current is normalized, the
equipment. It was fabricated by Thermo-Electron Co., Schottky-like regions for six curves at various d converge
Waltham, Mass., for the Navy, and is equipped with see- to a single line. Therefore, the rate d current increase in _
through sapphire windows to allow optical measurements this region is mainly controlled by the emitter surface;
of d and Ts. The converter has a separate electron-gun this conclusion is consistent with the previous findings
JPL SPACE PROGRAMS SUMMARY 37-54, VOL. Ul 71
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,03 ' / I4. CESIUMRESERVOIR
TEMPERATURE
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with a fixed-gap diode. The voltage coehlcients kl and k2 The electron.rich condition (ion-richness ratio /_ < 1)
are in agreement with the previous results obtained at was verified by examining the relationship between the
simila_ T_, Te,, and d. As is shown in Fig. 3, the rate of apparent saturation current Io and the inverse interelee-
current increase becomes larger as d becomes larger; thus trode distance lid (Ref. 3). The linear relationship shown
kz increases with d. This dependence is not surprising in Fig. 4 confirms that, as expected, the diode was operat-
since volume ionization takes place in the avalanche ing in an electron-rlch mode.
region, and, therefore, kz may well depend on the product
of pressure × distance. Further analysis is required to References
establish an exact functional relationship.
1. Malter, L., Johnson, E. O., and Webster, W. M., "Stndies of
Externally Heated Hot Cathode Ares: Part I. Modes of Dis-
An additional feature of the I-V characteristies that charge," RCA Reo., Vol. 12, pp. 415--435,Sept. 1951.
was not found in a fixed-gap diode was revealed with the 2. Bullis, R. H., et al., "The Plasma Physics of Thennionie Con-
variable-gap diode. Previously, each observed normalized verters," IEEE RePort on the Thermtonic ConversionSpecialistConference, pp. 9-30, Oct. 1965.
current could be decomposed into two exponential com-
ponents in that it could be graphically represented as a 3. Warner, c., and Hansen, L. K., "Transport Effects in theElectron-Rich Unignited Mode of Cesium Diodes," 1. Appl.
sum of two straight lines in a semilog plot. On the other ehys, Vol. 38, No. 2, pp. 491-500, Feb. 1967.
hand, each ct,'rrerit _for the variable-gap diode could be
graphically resolved into the sum of one straight and one
curved chain line (Fig. 3). Observing that the curved B. Barrier Heights of Blocking Contacts to
chain line converges toward the current in the avalaPehe Vacuum-Cleaved Photoconducting CdS in the -
region, and that the bend occurs at a voltage where the Conducting State, R. J. Stirn
transition in normalized current occurs from the ava- I. Introduction
lanehe region to the Sehottky-like region, one might con-
dude that a third term describing the current at the Potential barriers formed at a metal-semlconductor
transition must be added to fit the observed current. The junction when the metal contact has a work function _,,,
origin of this extra term is not clear at this time. greater than the electron affinity E.t of the semieonduetor
JJi--
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Fig, 4. Apparent saturation currentvs reciprocalgap
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have been measured for nonphotoconducting cadmium where N,. is the effective density of states for the semi-
sulfide (CdS) by the techniques of photoresponse and conductor, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the abso-
differential capacitance (Ref. 1). The results have been lute temperature.
summarized in SPS 37-53, Vol. III, pp. 68-71. Generally,
the barrier heights depended upon the metal and ranged Above a critical voltage, the current saturates and the
from 0.85 eV for Pt and 0.79 eV for Au to 0.36 eV for Cu, high-field domain can be observed by means in Subsec-
with no dependence upon temperature. Also, some pre- tion 3. We now wish to examine why the domain forms,
liminary results were given of barrier height measure- i.e., how there can be two regions in tile crystal having
ments on photocondueting CdS, which is of much higher different field strengths. It lms been shown (Ref. 3) that
resistivity because of the presence of Cd vacancies. These step-like solutions can exist as stationary solutions of
results showed barrier height values of approximately Poisson's equation
0.50 eV at room temperature with little dependence on
the metal work function, and, more importantly, showed
that tile values depended strongly on temperature and dE
photocurrent (light intensity). The results were obtained d---x= (n + nt - p - pt) (2)
from an analysis of stationary high-field domains in the
range of negative differential conductivity (Ref. 2). It is and the transport equation
the purpose of this article to present a summary of the
tionalthe°ry'the experimental teehuiques involved, andaddi-data. _dnq(= k-T n E - --_t_) ' (3)
where
2. Theory of Stationary High-Field Domains
E = electric field
Under certain conditions of doping and light excita-
tion, field-enhanced excitation of hole traps in photo- q = electronic charge
conducting CdS leads to increasing recombination (i.e., ] = current density
deereasing electron concentration) with increasing applied
voltage (field quenching). In this negative differential con- /_ = electron mobility
duetivity (NDC) regime, high-field domains form at the
_o = permittivity of free space
cathode and either remain fixed in place while growing
in size or propagate through the crystal in times on the E = static dieleetric constant
order of seconds per millimeter. The photocurrent satu- n, p = free electron and hole densities, respectively
rates or oscillates at low frequency, respectively, in these .
two _ses. The Gunn effect in n-type GaAs is an example n_, pt = ionized electron and hole trap densities, |
of NDC for which the decreasing conductivity with in- respectively [ _
creasing field is caused by increasing scattering ot dec-
trons into a subsidiary conduction band having lower It is required that the electron density have a range that .-_'/_
carrier mobility. In this case, the domains move with the decreases more rapidly than linearly with increasing field
velocity of sound and the current oscillates in the radio- (because of enhanced hole excitation); and that the
freq_leney range, amount of diffusion current be negligible (dn/dx _ 0).
The actual solutions to Eqs. (2) and (3) require an appro-
Although the domains in CdS have many interesting priate reaction kinetic equation describing the trapping
features in relation to bulk properties, it is the fact that and releasing of carriers, i.e., dn/dt, and necessitate corn-
one can obtain information about no, the carrier concen- puter computation after reasonable values are assumed |
tration near the metal cathode-semiconductor interface, for the reaction kinetic coefficients. It will suffice for our
1
that will be utilized in this investigation, The value of n_ purposes to examine the problem graphically,
is then related to the barrier height _n at the cathode by
the relation Image forces at the cathode are neglected for the pres-
ent so that Eqs. (2) and (3) form an autonomous system,
(.._._) i.e., do not contain the distance from the cathode ex-nc = Ncexp -_B (1) plicitly. The solutions can, therefore, be discussed in
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terms of their projection in the n-E plane at any con- reality for the type of crystals used in this investigation
venient value of x. Since it is experimentaUy observed (Ref. 4).
that the electric field is constant in the crystal (except at
tile domain edge and very close to the contact where Examination of Eqs, (2) and (3) (with the left-hand
image forces are no longer negligible), and that diffusion sides identically equal to zero) for n>nl (E) and n>n2 (E)
current is negligible, one introduces auxiliary flmetions shows that the slope dn/dE _ (dn/dx)/(dE/dx) is posi-
nl (E), for which dE/dx -_ O, and n._.(E), for which tive. This fact is symbolized in Fig. 5 by the short arrow
dn/dx _- 0 (Fig. 5). in the first quadrant. Similar reasoning leads to the direc-
tions shown for the other three short arrows depending
The function n...(E), representing tile condition of diffu- on whether n is above or below nl (E) and n2(E) at the
sion neutrality, is obtained from Eq. (3): n _ (l/E). When value of electric field desired. These arrows "point
plotted in logarithmic coordinates, as in Fig. 5, tile curve toward" increasing x. Therefore, for the simple case of a
n:, (E) is linear with a negative slope of unity. The charge nearly homogeneous field at low voltages before current
neutrality curve nt (E), drawn arbitrarily in Fig. 5, shows saturation, and under the assumption of a blocking con-
a constant carriel density (n_ = bulk low-field concentra- tact at tile cathode, the solution curve must lie close to
tion) up to a certain field strength, above which there is a the drift-current curve n_ (E) (since diffusion in CdS is
range where n decreases more rapidly than linearly, so small compared to drift), and must pass from the region
that (as we will show) two singular points, or homogene- of the n-E plane in Fig. 5 near n_ (the carrier concentra-
ous solutions, can exist, It has been shown experimentally t-ion at the cathode), to the region for which E = E_ (the
that the shape of n_ (E) in Fig. 5 does conform to physical homogeneous field) and n = ni, while x varies from the
nl I
cathode to the edge ot the depletion region away from a step-like character to E (x), i,e,, two field strengths can
the cathode. Over the rest of the erystal length, the solu- exist simultaneously. The corresponding carrier density
tion curve "stays" near the singular point I, which corre- distribution is shown in Fig, 7b, The high-field domain
spends to the trivial homogeneous solution El = V,/L inereases in width with further inereaslng voltage until
where Va is the applied voltage and L is the electrode it reaches the anode (point C in Fig. 6). At this voltage,
separation, point II is exactly at nc and a homogeneous solution is
obtained: n = n_ and E = E. for all x, The case of higher
The type of contact at the anode is not important for applied voltages involving domains attached to the anode
and the point III will not be discussed here.this investigation; however, if the anode is a neutral con-
, tact, the solution curve (Fig. 5) would end at point I for
x = L. If the anode happened to be blocking (injecting), The values of E_ and Eli can be experimentally deter-
the curve would dip down (up) in the direction of the mined by using the approximation
third (first) quadrant to values of carrier concentration
and electric field below (above) those at point I. E.l + E_(L - l) = Va (4)
The corresponding current for the simple case just dis-
cussed is shown by point A in Fig. 6. The current is slightly where l is the domain width. Plotting l versus Va for a
below the value expected for an ohmic cathode because fixed temperature and light intensity yields a straight line
with a slope E. - El -----E.. The field El, which is found
of the voltage drop across the depletion region, to be much less than En can also be found from the volt-
age Vo at which the current in the forward direction equals
When the applied voltage is further increased, the cur- the saturation current in the reverse direction:
rent density j increases, causing the n_ (E) curve to move
further away from the origin until, in the region of NDC, Vo - V"
a second singular point (II) appears and approaches nc E, = _ (5)
(Fig. 7a). The current begins to saturate as shown by L
i point B in Fig. 6, since the solution cma,e (again starting
near no)a is forced closer to point II, remaining close to the where V' is the small voltage drop across the barrier.value of field E. for larger values of x (Fig. 7c), causing What is most important for our analysis of the barrier
height in CdS is that E. is the maximum field within the
tThe separation of n_ and n. in Fig. 7a is greatly exaggerated on the crystal, that n. is the minimum carrier density, and that
logarithmic scale used. It will be shown later that n_ _ n.. the smallest gradients of n and E must lie close to the
/
/ ¢
/ •
, /
VOLTAGE
Fig.6. Reversecurrent-voltage characteristicin CdS
exhibiting stationmy high-field domains
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cathode. Thus, the diffusion current can be neglected ql)th (ddtt)wi in the domain an ti. can be calculated from E. and j., = _ Nc exp - _ (8)
the measured saturation current j. using the relation .1/
where vth is the thermal velocity of the electrons in the j
semiconductor. The saturation current densities obtained
J, = qn.t_t E. (fl) in this investigation are far larger than one would calcu-
late from Eq. (8) using values of 4_npublished in Ref. 1,
The expected shape of the barrier is shown in Fig. 7(t, leading to the conclusion that the barrier height is con-
At x_ (about 50 A) where the surface field is cancdled by siderably reduced in CdS under conditions of photo-
the field due to image forces, the current is given by the conduction. Large tunnding currents could be another
diffusion current explanation. However, this possibility has been explored 2
andit was concluded that the required buildup of posi-
tive space charge at the barrier is not possible in these/\dn
,= -ixkTL.-_).=.. (7) crystals,
'Biier,K, W., Dussell, G. A., andVoss, P., "Ex_rlmental Evidence
which increases with smaller x until the maximum diffu- for a Reductionof the Work Function of BlockingGold Con.
sion current is attained. This current is called the therm- tacts with IncreasingPhotocurrentsin CdS," to be published in
ionic current and is given by (Ref. 5) Phys. Rev.
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From Eqs. (1), (6), and (8), we have energy equal to the bandgap (511 to 495 nm depending
on the temperature). The monochromator slits were set
nc = (6rr)_'_'_E, (9) to give a band pass of 6 nm and maximum light intensity
vt;'---_-n, of 5 X 1016 photons/cm2/s as measured with a Hilger-
Schwarz thermopile. Light intensity was reduced by using
Since t_E, _ vt;, for the values of E, found experimen- calibrated neutral density filters.
tally, nc _ 5 n;t at most.
The use of band-gap light enables one to see the sta-
In this calculation, and in the use of Eq. (6) for deter- tionary high-field domain (Fig. 8) because of the Franz-
mining n,, the value of the electron mobility is assumed Keldysh effect. This effect, in which the fundamental
constant up to E = 40 kV/cm and to decrease as 1/E absorption edge is shifted by a high electric field toward
above 40kV/em because of optical phonon scattering of lower energies, is due to tile fact that, in the presence of
the hot electrons (Ref. 5). such a field, the electrons of the valence band can pene-
trate somewhat into the band gap, thus allowing optical
The barrier height of Au electrodes evaporated on CdS transitions to occur to similar states below the conduction
crystals which have been exposed to air has been recently band edge. The absorption edge shift makes the area
determined (Footnote 2). However, it is very desirable to where the field-enhanced recombination occurs, i.e., the
obtain results on vacuum-cleaved surfaces in order to elim- domain region, appear darker. Tile sample was viewed
inate possible interface effects. The results presented in through a 20)< microscope equipped with a reticle with
Subsection 3 have been performed on such crystals, which the domain length could be measured for a given
voltage. This voltage, and the current through the sample
as measured by a Keithley picoammeter, were recorded
3. Experimental Arrangement on an x-Y recorder.
The CdS crystals were purchased from the University
of Delaware's Department of Physics, where they were 4. Experimental Results
., grown by sublimation and subsequently doped with Ag
i and AI by a heat treatment at 900°C for 3 hr. The plate- A number of samples from a single larger crystal were
lets, whose thickness ranged from 0.05 to 0.10 mm, were successfully vacuum cleaved and eleetroded with crape-
initially cut into long slices about 0.5-mm wide with a rated Pt, Au, Ag, Ni, Cu, and Sn. Measurements of the
wire saw. These slices were then mounted in wax on a reverse current-voltage characteristics up to 3000 V (satu-
glass plate with a short section exposed over the edge. ration occurs at 200_00V), or for forward currents up to
This end was cleaved in the vacuum evaporater while the 3 × 10-_ A, were made at some selected temperatures and
metal to be used as the cathode was being evaporated, light intensities. Input power was kept below lmW to
Only samples which cleaved below the wax line were prevent heatitAg the sample. The reverse current-voltage
used, assuring that no metal was deposited on the sides, characteristics were always similar to Fig. 6 with the sat-
The remaining slice was then removed by dissolving the uration current typically around 10-° A (j, _ 10"2A/em 2) _.
wax in benzene and broken to give a length of 0.5 to at T = 155°K. The current at higher temperatures
1.0 ram. The ohmic contact at the opposite end (anode) (220-295°K) was actually lower than the current at the
was later formed by evaporating indium while the sample lowest temperatures due to the presence of thermal
was heated to 120°C. quenching in the photoconductor.
The crystals were mounted in dear epoxy between two Where possible, the domain width as a function of
thin glass plates so that up to 3000 V could be applied applied voltage was measured for these samples. A de-
without discharges taking place across the surface. Silver creasing Franz-Keldysh effect (which is proportional to
paint was used to form leads to the electrodes. The sample T -_) made it difficult to see domains at the higher tern-
was placed in a windowed double-walled glass dewar peratures except for metals with values d E. above about
that allowed the temperature to be varied between 155°I{ 80 kV/cm. Figure 9 shows the domain-voltage depen-
and room temperature by using a resistance heater and dence for Au at T -- 155OK and various light intensities
liquid nitrogen at the opposite end of a cold linger, with lo = 5 × lO_6/cm_/s. The slopes (equal to E. - E_)
ranged 122-83 kV/cm for this metal contact. Since E_ is
The crystal was illumin,_ted normal to the largest sur- less than 1 kV/cm, these slopes were used to approximate
face with a beam of monochromatic light with a photon E. in Eq. (6).
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; The Hall mobility field dependence was obtained from Table 1. Barrierheightsfor CdS
+ Fig. 10 where the low-field values were obtained from |loctro-
+ Ref. 6. Above 40 kV/cm, the mobility was assumed to Mite0 Nego_lvlty I$$°K 180°K 220"K35Sog 295°R
decrease as 1/E (Ref. 7). Au 3.4 0.30 0.35 0.42 0.47 0.53
P! 2.2 0.38 0.33 0.36 -- O.SO
The values of n_.obtained from the analysis described Ag _._ - 0.3_ - 0.4r 0.33
earlier were typically 10+-10*°cm-" depending on the c_ +._ 0.27 0.32 -- 0.44 --
metal contact, temperature, and light intensity. These _l _,e -- o.3_ 0.37 -- --
values are lower (as expected) than the bulk low-field so _.s o._6 0.29 o.33 - -
density n_ by about 10_-10_.
differences between the metals at any one temperature.
Values of the effective barrierheights for CdS (in eV) Exceptfor Pt, theredoes seem to be someorderingaccord-
were then calculated using Eq. (1) and the results for a ing to the electronegativity of the metal, but the differ-
constant photon flux density of 5 × 10_ (cm"_sec"_)are ences are only hundredthsof a volt as compared to tenths
given in Table 1. It is seen that there are relatively small of a volt differences in the metal electronegativity (or
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Fig. 9. Domainwidth vs applied voltage
work function). Some differences between the values in CdS depend strongly on temperature and the amount of
Table 1 and published values for lower resistivity CdS photocurrent flowing through the contact. In addition,
were mentioned in the introduction, the barrier heights, as measured by the high-field-domain
technique, are considerably lower in magnitude than
The barrier-height temperature dependence observed those reported in the literature for semiconducting CdS,
in the table is shown in Fig. 11 for three of the metals allowing considerably higher currents through the con-
'- where it is seen that a linear relationshil?J holds, tacts, and, thus, higher gain factors than would be ex-
pected from the earlier and higher barrier heights. An
explanation of this unexpected result is not apparent at
this time and may involve subtle changes in the dipole
'_ _ layer at the metal-CdS interface due to the presence of
the relatively high photocurrents possible in CdS.
0.5
> _ _//_//' Determination of the barrier heights by more conven-
tional techniques (e.g., by photoresponse measurements)
-_ would be very desirable, especially for photocurrents
lower than those used in this investigation. However,
0.4 impurity photoconduction would mask out internal photo-
_ _._ _i°_ Pt?E emission from the metal contact. Differential capacitance
r- measurements also have their difficulties because of the
R high impedance of these samples.
_ 0.3 - ,
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